strengths lay in her ability to use her own experience to comment on her period. Brittain knew herself to be representative of the group of educated middle-class women who brought to fruition the goals of Victorian bourgeois feminism in the years following the First World War and for that reason, her life and work epitomize significant changes in the circumstances of such women in the post-Edwardian years. Nowhere is that fact more evident than in her published and unpublished commentary on Somerville.4

Vera Brittain went to Somerville at a time when it was still unusual for middle-class daughters to make such a choice, but when the pioneering phase of the struggle for women’s higher education had ended. By the second decade of the twentieth century the women’s colleges at Oxford and Cambridge were institutions; young and struggling to be sure, but institutions nonetheless. Using Vera Brittain’s experience as a starting point, I speculate in this paper on how the women’s colleges at Oxford and Cambridge had changed, from the founding of Girton to the post-Edwardian period.

The founders were a brave and determined group. It took courage and persistence to challenge a male establishment which resented the very idea that women might invade their exclusive masculine preserve. The founders’ successors brought energy and intelligence to the task of creating enduring institutions out of the original reformist vision. But as this paper will indicate, Vera Brittain’s experiences at Somerville suggest that sadly, in the transition from fragile experiment to the solid success manifested materially in college buildings and culturally in the forging of educational and social traditions, there were losses as well as gains. As the women’s colleges matured, administrators, dons, and students contended not only with constraints imposed from without but also with those from within. The great majority of the women involved were from conventional upper-middle-class backgrounds and there were limits to their inner capacities for resistance to long-established patterns of male dominance and appropriate feminine behaviour. There were limits as well to their capacity to understand the ways in which assumptions about social class both benefited and hampered them. At Somerville during the decades of the teens and twenties, these limits and constraints had an influence on who became a student and with what expectations, on the kind of community the college became, and on the nature of the education it offered.5

Vera Brittain, the Somervillian with whom we are especially concerned, was born in 1893, the oldest child and only daughter of Thomas Arthur and Edith Brittain. Arthur was a successful Staffordshire paper manufacturer. The Brittains’ style of life was affluent, spacious, and well ordered, but by adolescence Vera found the intellectual atmosphere of her family, and still more, of the Derbyshire spa town of Buxton, where the family lived during her youth, limited and repressive, and in Testament of Youth she explains that her wish to go to Oxford sprang from a desire to escape the provinciality of her childhood and the narrowness of the definition of women’s role that was part of her milieu. Much of the first third of this famous early twentieth-century autobiography is devoted
to a discussion of the author’s struggle to get to Oxford, and in *Testament of Youth*, Britain draws a picture that could be said to be an archetypal feminist story: she writes of a lone struggle between herself and uncongenial surroundings to attain a goal that was seen as outlandish by her parents and the community. She presents herself as single-handedly fighting not merely prejudice, but her own ignorance, and her lack of appropriate formal education.

In recollecting her pre-war experiences when she wrote *Testament of Youth* in the 1930s, Britain was largely correct in her assessment of why she wanted to go to Oxford. While she never expressed much awareness of the extent to which her choice of Oxford as an escape route was determined by her family’s affluence, she authentically recreates her state of mind in *Testament of Youth*: it was her strong desire for autonomy, her sense of ambition, her genuine, if undeveloped feminism, that led her to select Oxford as her goal, and that gave her the energy to work towards that goal. But achieving that goal was not the lone struggle she depicts. Her parents provided her with good educational preparation and she received both economic and psychological support from her family.

From the critical statements that she makes about her formal education in *Testament of Youth* a reader could easily assume that Vera Brittain had been given an unreformed Victorian girl’s education, one designed to produce an idle, decorative young lady. In fact, Vera Brittain received a formal education that prepared her quite well for Oxford, and furthermore, it was through her boarding school that she was first exposed to feminist language and feminist solutions: it was from her teachers at school that she first learned to apply that language to the situation of the upper-middle-class woman. Vera was not as well informed about the procedures for admission, and her mathematical training was not as good as it would have been had she been sent to Cheltenham Ladies’ College or attended a less fashionable school, but she was well and carefully educated at St. Monica’s School in Surrey. St. Monica’s had been founded by Louise Heath Jones (1869-1931), who had herself attended Cheltenham, and then Newnham College, Cambridge. Like so many early university-educated women of talent she entered the profession of teaching girls of the middle and upper classes, founding St. Monica’s in 1902. St. Monica’s was selected for Vera because her mother’s oldest sister, Florence Bervon, was Miss Heath Jones’s lifelong friend and partner. St. Monica’s was not a traditional girls’ private school: Louise Heath Jones was not interested in raising girls to be “ornaments.” Like other progressive headmistresses of the late Victorian and Edwardian periods, her attitude towards the upper-middle-class woman’s role was a contradictory mixture. She supported advancement for women, but at the same time she supported the older values associated with the Victorian ideal of femininity.

At St. Monica’s, Vera was taught to read and write and think. In her final year she not only read and wrote essays on Carlyle and Ruskin, but also on such contemporary thinkers as William Morris and H.G. Wells, and it was through the school, not through her family, nor through her own unaided reading, that she was introduced to feminism. She owed much not only to the training she
received there, but to the enlargement of mind and spirit that the school encouraged. Without this positive school experience, it would have been difficult for her to have prepared herself for Oxford.

Vera left St. Monica’s at the age of eighteen in 1912 with aspirations towards independence but no clear perception of how she was to achieve it. Arthur and Edith Brittain themselves had no plans formulated for their daughter, and assumed that she would simply adapt to “provincial young ladyhood.” It took Vera almost a year to realize just how much she did not want such a limited life, and it was only gradually that going to college emerged for her and for her family as the best possible solution to her needs. Once the objective had been clearly determined, however, her family assisted her by finding her tutors to help her achieve the necessary proficiency in Latin and mathematics, by paying the tutors, and by providing a supportive atmosphere in which she could study: her mother was especially important in providing encouragement, and an almost inexhaustible interest in the details of her daughter’s life, a role she was to fulfil for many years. Along with this support, her own intelligence and ambition prompted her to do the necessary work, and she had achieved not merely admission to Somerville but an Exhibition just on the eve of the outbreak of the First World War.

For an upper-middle-class woman born in 1893, a university education was not the obvious and expected choice that it was for a male of similar social status. Gender was still a barrier, more acutely felt in some cases than in others: Vera Brittain’s path to a university education was not as easy as was, for example, that of her friend and fellow Somervillian, Winifred Holby, whose affluent family planned for her university education, but it was easier than that of another friend, Storm Jameson, whose family while middle class was not affluent, and who went to the University of Leeds on a County Scholarship. And for Winifred Holby, Vera Brittain, and Storm Jameson, all three of whom were born in the 1890s, attending university was much easier than it had been for the earliest generation of women college students—for example, for Constance Maynard, later founder of Westfield College, who was a student in 1872 at Emily Davies’s experiment at Hitchin. By Vera Brittain’s generation then, gender had become less of a barrier than it had been. But in early twentieth-century England gender was in any case less of a barrier to a university education than social class, and this was especially true of Oxford and Cambridge which were still almost exclusively the preserves of the middle and upper classes. Before the First World War, the barriers against admission facing a working or even a lower-middle-class woman or man were so formidable that the issue of class exclusivity could simply be ignored by individuals, as it was by Vera Brittain, who had led such a well-insulated upper-middle-class life that as a young girl she simply did not notice how privileged she was. She wished to go to Somerville because she had been influenced by feminism, but her assumption that if she were to seek further education it would be at one of the two “ancient” universities reveals the extent to which she unquestioningly accepted the traditions of her social class.
Feminism, for the young Vera, meant that women should "be the equal and respected companions of men," but the unspoken qualification was that she wanted not the same opportunities as men in general, but the same privileges as her public schoolboy brother. She wanted more formal education because she had a genuine love of knowledge, but also because she knew that Oxford—along with Cambridge—was the training ground for the powerful.

To a considerable extent the social and economic exclusivity of the institutions could also be ignored by the institutions themselves, and this was one of the limitations of Somerville in particular and of the women's colleges at Oxford and Cambridge in general even though their very existence had from their founding been associated with the movement within the two old universities to reform and modernize the curriculum and to make the institutions less exclusive. Created to challenge gender discrimination, the women's colleges battled for a measure of acceptance for women, rather than equality. Their founders had no energy, and perhaps no inclination, to challenge the barriers created by social class. They saw their task as that of ensuring that girls of the upper middle class could achieve access to study at the two universities, and they did not go beyond that mandate.

In October 1914, when Vera Brittain entered, Somerville was thirty-five years old. It had been founded in 1879 as "Somerville Hall" along with Lady Margaret Hall. The small groups who had founded these first two Halls established the Association for the Education of Women, designed to act as a link between the Halls themselves and the University. Of the two, Somerville was just slightly more radical. It had been organized by a group which had broken away from the original founding committee in order to form a non-denominational Hall, whereas Lady Margaret Hall was to be Anglican. But it was still securely respectable and ladylike, and conservative in its relationship to feminism. The Hall accommodated twelve students when it first opened, who lived together, to quote the words of the original prospectus, in an atmosphere like that of an "English family." Somerville itself grew under its first two Principals, developing from mere residence to genuine college (Somerville Hall became Somerville College in 1894). The numbers of students grew—in 1895 sixty-two students were enrolled—and the College began to take over the teaching of its own students from the aegis of the Association for the Education of Women, and to appoint tutors of its own.

The decisive movement towards modernization and away from the Victorian ideal of learning and ladylike gentility came with the appointment in 1907 of the third principal, Emily Penrose, whom Brittain would later describe as the "first genuine scholar among women principals." She had herself been a Somerville student, and she was the first woman to receive First Class in the degree examinations in "Greats," Oxford's name for classical studies. Building on the work already accomplished by her predecessors, she established and encouraged the development of a highly trained tutorial staff of university women and planned ahead for the admission of women to full degree status.
In short, then, when Vera Brittain went up in 1914 the College’s pioneer period was over. The main College buildings had been built, tutors and students had developed a set of traditions, and the institution had a recognized place within the university itself. Women students could attend lectures and take the examinations for degrees, and although full degree status for women was achieved only in 1920, Oxford’s women dons believed in 1914 that this victory would come soon.

Brittain’s Oxford experience was divided into two parts, her first year (from October 1914 to June 1915), after which she served in the First World War as a Voluntary Aid Detachment nurse, and the period after the war, from 1919 to 1921. Her university career was of course profoundly affected by the First World War, but she experienced the war’s influence only gradually. During her first term both she and Somerville itself largely ignored it and while clearly her overall experience would have been different had the war not intervened, her initial responses to Somerville were much the same as they would have been had there been no war, and even though she herself was to write of her later years at Oxford that “it was not the same Oxford and I was not the same student,” in fact there was considerable continuity between her first and second periods as a student.

Vera Brittain was part of an entering class of thirty-five students. Their average age was nineteen, making Vera at twenty just a little older than the average. The class contained four Scholarship students, and four Exhibitioners, so that Vera as one of the Exhibitioners was marked out as a potentially strong student. In social class they ranged from the daughters of army or navy officers or clergymen who had educated their daughters at Cheltenham Ladies’ College (four of the entering class had gone to Cheltenham, making it the most well-represented school, followed by the North London Collegiate with three) to the girl who was the Clothworkers’ scholar and who had attended a Church of England elementary school, but they were overwhelmingly an upper-middle-class group.

The fees were £35 a term, which included board, lodging, and tuition, with some smaller rooms at £31 or £28 “reserved for students who submit satisfactory evidence that they cannot pay the full fee.” This was a considerable sum in 1914, when the average annual wage of an adult male industrial worker was £75, and that of a male salaried worker was £340.

Of the many aspects of Somerville life that can be viewed through the prism of Vera Brittain’s experience in 1914-15 and again in 1919-21, I will focus first on the nature of Somerville as a woman’s community, and then on the content of its curriculum. As Martha Vicinus has pointed out, the early women’s colleges were, among other things, communities of women. They formed, she says, “an important alternative to the traditional family for single women” and “offered a unique opportunity for intellectual women to join others who shared their delight in study.”

Women create all-women communities for a variety of reasons. Women can seek each other out as a way of affirming that their bonds to each other are of
primary importance. Or women can join all-female communities because they are excluded from male institutions and have no other choice. The Oxford and Cambridge women’s colleges were female communities with conflicting intentions. On the one hand, they did provide staff and students with a refuge from the wider world in which women’s intellectual merits were slighted and ignored or looked upon with disapproval. On the other hand, they had been founded not so much out of a wish to create a learned community of women independent of that of men but because of the exclusionary policies of the men’s colleges. A woman at one of the women’s colleges could either feel a whole-hearted sense of identification with the female community or feel that it was second-best and that she was there only because she had the misfortune to be born female.

During her first year at Somerville, Vera Brittain experienced both feelings. She had already begun to define herself as a feminist and she certainly had expressed feminist feelings about women’s right to ambition. That she consciously identified herself as a feminist when she came up to Oxford is revealed, for example, in the diary entry she made when she joined the Oxford Women’s Suffrage Society: “I am very interested in it, as a small side of the enormous question of Feminism.” But although she had an abstract commitment to feminism, and a concrete sense of her own right to pursue serious work, she had thought little either about notions of femininity or about the issue of female solidarity. At twenty, Vera Brittain often defined herself as bored and irritated by other women. Her diary has frequent entries expressing her feeling of distance from women. For example, she says that she prefers her brother Edward’s friends to her own, adding “as I really can’t stand girls,” and in another diary entry she writes of her “detestation of women.” And in a letter to Roland Leighton, her fiancé, written in April 1915 before her return for her final term before she departed for her war service, she said, “It is the feminine atmosphere I shall not be able to tolerate—strange how one can feel as I do about some women & be an ardent feminist still!...A feminine community is always appalling to anyone like me who gets on much better in the society of men.”

What did this rejection of the feminine community represent? Vera Brittain at twenty did not possess an awareness of a feminist point of view that would allow her to challenge the dominant perception that it was the masculine world that offered excitement, wider horizons, and challenges. In 1914, feminism meant for her not a sense of identification with other women, but rather a desire to enter the world of men. At this stage in her life Brittain associated femininity with repressiveness, epitomized for her by the Buxton matrons who responded with raised eyebrows to her intention to prepare for Oxford. For them, she recorded in her diary, she was “‘eccentric,’ ‘ridiculous,’ a ‘strong-minded woman,’” and she adds: “It...is scarcely ever men who raise objections to a woman’s being given what her talents deserve, but always other women. At first it seems extraordinary that women should be the retrogressive members just when the era of their true glory & justice is beginning to dawn. But I suppose it is that
women are sharply divided into two classes, the old-fashioned, who can see nothing & the new-fashioned, who see all.  

The contempt Brittain sometimes expressed for other women during her first year at Somerville was in large part a pose she adopted to hide from herself the fact that her personal relationships with fellow students and with the dons played a central part in her life at Somerville. She was afraid of being identified with what she defined then as the “schoolgirlish” side of Somerville life, even though it was those very aspects that she found the most satisfying and absorbing: like any good aspiring novelist, she was fascinated by the vagaries and the surprises of human personality—both her own and others’—and college offered her a greater variety than she had yet experienced.

The social life of the college and the patterns for friendship that were part of its tradition had an intense, claustrophobic quality. Much of college life revolved around personal relationships that were formed according to patterns that had developed over its thirty-five years of existence. There was, for example, a formal structure governing the making of friendships. The students addressed each other by their surnames until one of them proposed formally that they should become more intimate and use first names. There was a social ritual that was based on hierarchical assumptions: the third-year students were the most important, the second years ranked second in line, and the “freshers,” like Brittain in 1914, were definitely the least important. Second and third-year students for example were the initiators of social contact with those in their first year. The students gave rather formal tea and cocoa parties for each other. The following entry from Vera Brittain’s diary gives a glimpse of the flavour of such a gathering:

Miss Ellis Fermor & I gave a tea party this afternoon to Miss Petrie; Miss Petty & Miss Ball. None of the conversation was deep & Miss Petrie did most of it....After they had gone, E.F. & I sat by the fire and discussed such things as standing alone...& truth & ideals.

Somerville also sponsored all-women college dances, for which the students changed into evening dress, and there were a variety of other Somerville activities, or activities involving the other women’s colleges, including athletics, debating, and the women’s college literary magazine, The Fritillary. In fact, in these years just before the granting of degrees in 1920, after which the women students were much more closely integrated into university life than they had been earlier, there were many flourishing traditions associated with one or another of the women’s colleges, or with the women’s colleges as a group. Somerville, for example, had its mock parliament and its going-down play, and the students kept a detailed record of student activities in a handwritten communal diary, called the “Somerville Junior Common Room Log Book.” Several of these institutions disappeared in the 1920s, largely because of the greater integration of the women students into the university. From the point of view of the development of strong and independent women’s institutions, the process
provides an example of a case in which a positive achievement produced some negative results.

As one of the eight Scholars and Exhibitioners out of her class of thirty-five, Vera Brittain when she entered was already marked as having a special position. Her Exhibition and her own personality traits made her stand out amongst her classmates and by some she was marked down as slated to be one of the "lions" of her year. Within a few weeks she had made both friends and enemies and her diary during her first year is full of copious entries about these budding friendships and conflicts.

She made friends quite quickly with the daughter of a retired naval commander, a student to whom she was attracted by the similarity of their backgrounds: "I came across...a very interesting girl named Miss Hughes," she writes, "who comes from Winchester, is in the Cathedral set, which she hates, & has been to dances, parties etc. & got tired of them, & is thought pretty mad to go to college by her associates, & altogether seems in something the same box as I am." She could agree with Norah Hughes about a number of things—for example, about "the stupidity of becoming dowdy just because you worked." But there were tensions in this friendship of convenience right from its beginning, and by November Brittain had decided that "Miss Hughes finds me...too much in earnest & too little on the surface to please her."

She also became fairly close to Una Mary Ellis-Fermor, one of the four other Exhibitioners in her year. Her friendship with this fellow student was never an intimate one, and always tinged with rivalry—on both sides apparently. For example, Brittain recorded in her diary only a few weeks after arriving that Miss Penrose—the Principal—had "taken me into dinner at night. It was a little formal as of course she keeps one at arm's length, but it was not at all terrifying." She adds, "I think she must be going through the scholarship people. I mentioned this fact to Miss Ellis-Fermor" who, Brittain records, replied that if so, she should have been taken into dinner first, as her Exhibition was the more valuable of the two. Unlike Norah Hughes, Una Mary Ellis-Fermor's social background was markedly different from Vera Brittain's. She was a Londoner whose family lived in West Hampstead and she had attended the South Hampstead High School (a Girls' Public Day School Trust school), followed by a brief interval at Bedford College.

Vera continued to have a friendly if rivalrous relationship with her. They gave tea parties together several times, they met frequently, and they enjoyed serious discussions with each other. With her, for example, Brittain was able to share her thoughts about Somerville's limitations, thoughts that became increasingly pressing as the year wore on. In January, for example, she records discussing with Ellis-Fermor "the narrowness of College; their absurd attitude towards work and the time necessary to do it in, about the way in which you are treated like a child here as though you needed to be driven to do what you have chosen."
For Vera Brittain these intense feelings surrounding friendships were painfully reminiscent of her school days. They seemed childish and embedded in the constricting femininity from which she wished to escape. For example, she refers in her diary to the “sentimental mawkishness” of some “weak” members of her own year who were very inclined to have “grand passions” for second and third-year “lions.” “It is bringing the atmosphere of a private girls’ school into college life, which will never do.”

While the friendships she made during her first year occupied much of her energy, none of them proved to be lasting. In contrast, the friendships she made during her second period at Somerville were to be central to her adult life. The most important of these was with the future novelist Winifred Holtby, whom she met in the autumn of 1919. Vera’s and Winifred’s relationship began as a Somerville friendship. Both young women were reading history and they “coached” together in the autumn term in 1919, and after a stormy beginning, they became intimate during the early months of 1920 and remained so until Winifred’s early death in 1935. While their relationship quickly surpassed the limits of a college friendship, it is significant that their Somerville experience remained central to each of them separately, and to both of them together.

Somerville’s community was made up not only of students but also of its teaching staff, who played a significant role in the lives of their students. They were important not simply as teachers, but also as women whose lives offered a variation on the usual pattern of bourgeois femininity. If Vera Brittain is representative, the tutorial staff—the women “dons”—were central to the lives of their students. During her first year, Brittain recorded in her diary minute and voluminous descriptions of the intellectual capacities, the mannerisms, the dress and general appearance of each member of Somerville’s Senior Common Room. These women clearly played a large part in her thoughts and in shaping her feelings about the kind of adult woman she herself hoped to become.

Her response to the dons reveals much of the same ambivalence she had about Somerville as a female community. On the one hand, she had an enormous respect for some of them and a desire to gain their approval. In 1914 this was certainly the way she felt about the formidable Hilda Lorimer, Somerville’s classics tutor. But on the other hand, there were facets of their personalities and of their way of life that she found unattractive. In some ways, the women dons represented yet another model for women that Vera Brittain had no wish to emulate: while they did not embody the repressiveness of the Buxton matrons, they still represented the narrowness of spinsterhood. As much as she respected her aunt Florence Bervon and Louise Heath-Jones, the life of the spinster schoolteacher seemed even more dreary than the life of an upper-middle-class matron, and the life of a don seemed only marginally preferable. To the conventionally pretty young woman who wore an evening cloak for her interview with Emily Penrose in the summer of 1913 the women dons represented dowdiness, and the entries she made in her diary reveal that as much as she respected them for their scholarship she perceived most of them as failures as
women, as the following entry about one of them, Miss Hayes Robinson, indicates:

I cannot help feeling she has somehow missed her vocation in life...she ought to have been married. I should say she is very clever indeed & self-reliant, without being either violently original or aggressively independent, & these qualities...would have made her an excellent wife & really the ideal & equal companion of some brilliant man....She is so far from being a typical don as to be quite recognisable as one if you did not know it; she is very far from sharing the donnish disregard of dress....To picture the Pen [Emily Penrose] soothing the wailing of a raging infant, or the Lorie [Hilda Lorimer] pushing a pram, is the kind of thing one could only imagine...in the wildest...dreams. But it does not seem ridiculous to imagine Miss Hayes Robinson doing any such thing. Perhaps she is nearer to the ideal type of woman—to the woman we hope the future will bring....She is an instance of a woman who has spent her life in the pursuit & imparting of knowledge...without losing an atom of her womanliness or feminine attractiveness....To see her is to feel that a don's life need not be a narrow routine & therefore a thing to dread. 47

That entry not only reveals the young Vera Brittain's conventional conception of the "ideal woman," it provides an example of how closely she scrutinized the behaviour of Somerville's tutorial staff, and it reveals as well something of the life led by those who had posts as tutors at a women's college during these years. The Principal and staff together—the "Senior Common Room"—consisted of fewer than a dozen women 48 and the students numbered fewer than 150. The tutorial staff lived in the college and were expected to be involved with the emotional, social, and moral lives of their students, in addition to their teaching responsibilities. They could have had little opportunity to develop lives that were separate from the institution. Thus, when Vera Brittain commented on their "dowdiness" she was also responding, perhaps without realizing it, to their implied lack of sexuality, their almost nun-like quality. For in 1914, a woman's choice of an academic life meant choosing singleness. 49 But the women who chose it did not gain access to power. At this period, the tutors at the women's colleges had no clearly defined status within the university. They themselves, if they had studied at Oxford or Cambridge, did not even have degrees from those institutions, nor did they have a part in setting the exams for which they prepared their students, or in making decisions about the degree curriculum. In spite of their learning and their dedication, and in spite of the fact that for many of them their career offered the only way in which they themselves could pursue a life of scholarship, they were clearly second-class citizens within the university, forced to adopt a supplicatory, passive stance when dealing with the university authorities. Frequently, their position caused them to appear timid and even
argued that one of the great strengths of the women’s colleges was that they provided a welcoming space for women who valued study and achievement. Brittain was a student at the very end of the period with which Vicinus deals and she is representative of a generation of women whose opportunities and, therefore, perceptions were distinctly different from those with whom Vicinus is primarily concerned. It is not surprising, therefore, that she chafed at the confines of Somerville more often than she acknowledged its support.

Brittain’s acute ambivalence about Somerville as a community of women arose from her confusion about her own relationships with women and about the implications for feminism of bonds between women. Several historians have asserted that nineteenth-century women lived in a milieu where their primary ties were to women and that this was a natural outgrowth of the structures in which they lived. But by Vera Brittain’s period, these enforced bonds were crumbling as male-dominated institutions like Oxford modified themselves and as same-sex bonds in business and social life were gradually being replaced by an acceptance of mixed-sex patterns. With the benefit of hindsight many late twentieth-century feminists perceive that these changes involved losses as well as gains for women. But Brittain welcomed them. As she matured, her youthful rejection of Victorian and Edwardian femininity became a feminism that implied not only women’s right to full equality with men but a vision of a society where barriers between men and women would disappear. As she grew older she developed a greater understanding of the need for female solidarity than she had displayed as an Oxford student, and she acknowledged the importance of friendships with women in her own life. But she remained convinced that any variety of “separate spheres” was both claustrophobic and destructive of women’s intellect and energy, and her rejection of an enclosed feminine society became a central part of her feminist creed.

Brittain’s negative reactions to Somerville as a community of women when she was a student were reinforced by the weaknesses exhibited by the college as it approached the achievement of degrees for women. At this critical juncture in its history its stance was not designed to further the autonomy of women or to promote an awareness of the economic and social disadvantages that continued to hamper women. In these years Somerville wanted its students to conform to the male-dominated structure of the university. They were encouraged to do as well as possible in the examinations for the various Honours Schools, and to engage in no extracurricular activities that would call attention to their presence: in short, the college authorities hoped that they would behave in a conformist, quintessentially feminine manner. Indeed, on the eve of the achievement of their original goal—the inclusion of some women in the fabric of the university—the possibility that the women’s colleges could act as agents of radical change evaporated.
education in the same fashion as men only if the women fulfilled exactly the same requirements as the male students.

In 1914, Somerville was taking an Emily Davies position: Emily Penrose and her staff knew that degrees for women would most probably be achieved in the near future and they were determined that all their students would have done the work necessary for the degree. The regulations affecting Vera Brittain most acutely were those based on the assumption that the student came to university with a knowledge of both classical languages. Because of these requirements, in her first year at Oxford, Brittain never in fact began to read English, the subject she had selected before entering. Instead she had to prepare for and pass two examinations: Responsions Greek, which in 1914 was still required for a degree in a Humanities subject, and Pass Moderations, which involved a knowledge of both classical languages, and some mathematics.53

Since Vera Brittain had no knowledge of Greek and little of Latin when she came to Somerville, clearly the programme of studies allowed her little time for any of the reading she wanted to do or for her writing, and any such activity was done in guiltily snatched intervals stolen from cramming for the necessary examinations. For example, in January 1915, she recorded in her diary: "Today’s work consisted of logic & one solitary Latin Prose which took me about 3 hours as I found I had forgotten practically all my Latin & had to look up almost every word in the Dictionary."54 Later that month she wrote: "I meant to do such a lot of work today & did in fact manage to finish the Apology this morning. This afternoon, however, instead of doing Homer I reviewed ‘Sinister Street’ Vol 2 for the Fritillary competition, and I also sent in another small poem....I have not ‘Sinister Street’ with me, which made the review rather difficult, but I was determined to do it."55 A few months earlier she wrote: "I got hold of Schopenhauer out of the library this evening and became very thrilled over the Essay on Genius—at the expense of my logic."56

In spite of the narrowness and the limited nature of the tasks she had to perform, Oxford did allow her to expand her intellectual horizons, but for the most part the intellectual excitement she experienced occurred in spite of, rather than because of, the formal curriculum. In 1919 when she returned after the war, Brittain switched from English to history primarily because she wanted to study modern European international relations.57 The curriculum certainly served her needs better than it had done in 1914-15, but she had also grown more critical of Somerville, and during 1919-21 and afterward, she maintained that much of the material she had been forced to learn in preparation for the History Honours School was not designed with her interests in mind.

What conclusions can be drawn from this paper’s analysis of one Somervillian’s experience as a student in the teens and early twenties? While Brittain enjoyed and profited from her Oxford education, she was not uncritical of it. From the point of view of recent historiography on women’s friendships and women’s communities, her response to Somerville as a community of women is particularly noteworthy. In Independent Women, Martha Vicinus has cogently
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A WOMAN AT OXFORD: 
VERA BRITTAJN'S SOMERVILLE EXPERIENCE*

Deborah Gorham

In the early years of the twentieth century, the universities of Oxford and Cambridge served several functions. For centuries attendance at one of the two institutions had been an accepted part of the education of young men of the aristocracy and gentry. In the nineteenth century their scope had widened. Not only did the sons of the landed classes attend Oxford or Cambridge but so also did those of the new Victorian upper middle class. University reform in the nineteenth century was designed both to make the institutions more open and to make them more rigorous and competitive. The Oxford and Cambridge of the second half of the nineteenth century, together with the public schools, prepared elite males to assume positions of power in professions and government. The men who managed the political, intellectual, social, and moral institutions of the country had almost invariably attended one of the two universities.¹

Until the end of the 1860s, Oxford and Cambridge had been bastions of male privilege. But beginning with Emily Davies's successful efforts to establish an affiliation between Girton College and Cambridge, a group of upper-middle-class Victorian reformers had succeeded in gaining a foothold for women at both universities. The women were not unequivocally welcomed, nor were they granted full university membership at either institution, but the doors had at least been opened.² That Victorian campaign was an integral part of the period's movement for women's emancipation but it was also part of a more general movement to reform the two universities to ensure that they would better serve the needs of the new nineteenth-century professional middle classes.³

This paper offers an analysis of the significance that attendance at one of the elite universities had for middle-class women in the first part of the twentieth century, through an examination of the experience of one woman, the feminist pacifist writer Vera Brittain (1893-1970), who was a student at Somerville College, Oxford, in 1914-15, and then in 1919-21. Vera Brittain is best known for Testament of Youth, her autobiographical account of the years 1900-25, which was first published in 1933. Testament of Youth was her most successful book but it represents only a part of the autobiographical work of a writer whose